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Abstract:-The unsupervised image segmentation use just RGB color information in order to establish the similarity criteria between pixels in the 

image. This leads in many cases to a wrong interpretation of the scene since these criteria do not consider the physical interactions which give 

raise to those RGB values of the perception of the scene. In the paper, propose LSSVM for unsupervised image segmentation which not only 

relies on color features, but also takes into account an approximation of the materials reflectance. By using a perceptually uniform color space, it 

applies criterion to one of the most relevant state of the art segmentation techniques, showing its suitability for segmenting images into small 

and coherent clusters of constant reflectance. Furthermore, the shadow detection and removal due to the wide adoption of such algorithm 

provide for the first time in the literature an evaluation of the technique under several scenarios and different configurations of its parameters. 

Finally, in order to enhance both the accuracy of the segmentation and the inner coherence of the clusters, apply a series of image processing 

filters to the input image analyzing their effects in the segmentation process.  
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1. Introduction 

Automatic shadow detection and removal from 

single images, however, are very challenging. A shadow is 

cast whenever an object occludes an illuminant of the scene; 

it is the outcome of complex interactions between the 

geometry, illumination, and reflectance present in the scene. 

Identifying shadows is therefore difficult because of the 

limited information about the scene’s properties. Shadow 

region classifier outperforms more complex methods even 

without using contextual cues. Nonetheless, context is 

important for shadow detection as it is often difficult to 

discern shadows based on the local appearance of individual 

regions, even for human observers. Enhance the method by 

incorporating contextual cues as pair wise potentials in an 

MRF framework. The process introduces two types of 

potentials: affinity and disparity. The affinity potentials 

encourage similar adjacent regions to have the same label, 

while the disparity potentials prefer different labels for 

shadow-non shadow region pairs. Shadows, created 

wherever an object obscures the light source, are an ever-

present aspect of the visual experience. Shadows can either 

aid or confound scene interpretation, depending on whether 

the model and the shadows to ignore them. If the shadows 

are detected,   it can better localize objects, infer object 

shape, and determine where objects contact the ground. 

 Detected shadows also provide cues for 

illumination conditions and scene geometry. But, if we 

ignore shadows, spurious edges on the boundaries of 

shadows and confusion between shading can lead to 

mistakes in visual processing. For these reasons, shadow 

detection has long been considered a crucial component of 

scene interpretation. Despite its importance and long 

tradition, shadow detection remains an extremely 

challenging problem, particularly from a single image. 

Shadows are a frequently occurring natural 

phenomenon, whose detection and manipulation are 

important in many computer vision and computer graphics 

applications. As early as the time of the properties of 

shadows were well studied. Recently, shadows have been 

used for tasks related to object shape size, movement, 

number of light sources and illumination conditions. 

Shadows have a particular practical importance in 

augmented reality applications, where the illumination 

conditions in a scene can be used to seamlessly render 

virtual objects and their casted shadows. Contrary to the 

above mentioned assistive roles. For instance, they can 

degrade the performance of object recognition, stereo, shape 

reconstruction, image segmentation and scene analysis. In 

digital photography, information about shadows and their 

removal can help to improve the visual quality of 
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photographs. Shadows are also a serious concern for aerial 

imaging and object tracking in video sequences. 

Almost all approaches that are employed to either 

edit or remove shadows are based on models that are 

derived from the image formation process. A popular choice 

is to physically model the image into a decomposition of its 

intrinsic images along with some parameters that are 

responsible for the generation of shadows. As a result, the 

shadow removal process is reduced to the estimation of the 

model parameters.  

Finlay addressed this problem by nullifying the 

shadow edges and reintegrating the image, which results in 

the estimation of the additive scaling factor. Since such 

global integration which requires the solution of 2D Poisson 

equation causes artifacts, the integration along a 1D 

Hamiltonian path is proposed for shadow removal. 

However, these and other gradient based methods do not 

account for the shadow variations inside the umbra region. 

To address this shortcoming, treat the illumination recovery 

problem as a 3D surface reconstruction and use a thin plate 

model to successfully remove shadows lying on curved 

surfaces. Alternatively, information theory based techniques 

are proposed in and a bilateral filtering based approach is 

recently proposed in to recover intrinsic (illumination and 

reflectance) images. However, these approaches either 

require user assistance, calibrated imaging sensors, careful 

parameter selection or considerable processing times.  

To overcome these shortcomings, some reasonably 

fast and accurate approaches have been proposed which aim 

to transfer the color statistics from the non shadow regions 

to the shadow regions. Shadow removal algorithm also 

belongs to the category of colour transfer based approaches. 

However, in contrast to previous related works, the 

proposed system of a generalized image formation model 

which enables us to deal with non-uniform umbra regions as 

well as soft shadows. Colour transfer is also made at 

multiple spatial levels, which helps in the reduction of noise 

and colour. 

2. Related Work 

2.1 Multiple Kernel Learning 

 Research on Multiple Kernel Learning (MKL) 

needs to follow a two pronged approach. It is important to 

explore formulations which lead to improvements in 

prediction accuracy. Recent trends indicate that performance 

gains can be achieved by non-linear kernel combinations, 

learning over large kernel spaces and by using general, or 

non-sparse, regularisation. Simultaneously, efficient 

optimisation techniques need to be developed to scale MKL 

out of the lab and into the real world. Such algorithms can 

help in investigating new application areas and different 

facets of the MKL problem including dealing with a very 

large number of kernels and data points. 

 Optimisation using de-compositional algorithms 

such as Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) has been a 

long standing goal in MKL as the algorithms are simple, 

easy to implement and efficiently scale to large problems. 

The hope is that they might do for MKL what SMO did for 

SVMs – allow people to play with MKL on their laptops, 

modify and adapt it for diverse real world applications and 

explore large scale settings in terms of number of kernels 

and data points. 

2.2 Minimization For Shadow Removal 

A method was recently devised for the recovery of 

an invariant image from a 3-band colour image. The 

invariant image, originally 1D greyscale but subsequently 

derived as a 2D chromaticity, is independent of lighting, and 

also has shading removed: it forms a type of intrinsic image, 

independent of illumination conditions, that may be used as 

a guide in recovering colour images that are independent of 

illumination conditions. While the essential definition of an 

intrinsic image is one that captures full reflectance 

information, including information, here the system claim 

only to capture only chromaticity information, not full 

reflectance.  

Nevertheless, invariance to illuminant colour and 

intensity means that such images are free of shadows as 

well, to a good degree. Although shadow removal is not 

always perfect, the effect of shadows is so greatly attenuated 

that many algorithms can easily benefit from the new 

method; e.g., a shadow-free active contour based tracking 

method shows that the snake can without difficulty follow 

an object and not its shadow, using the new approach to 

illumination colour invariance. 

2.3 Evaluation Of A Color-Based Segmentation 

Evaluated the state-of-the-art in image 

segmentation methods, the system decided to incorporate 

the new segmentation criteria to the Efficient Graph-Based 

Segmentation method proposed. The main reasons for this 

choice are: first, as pointed out in it is the more efficient 

segmentation algorithm until date, both in terms of 

computational time and accuracy (which allows the 

interactive use of this method), and second, the flexibility of 

its design allow us to easily incorporate the segmentation 

criteria.  
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2.4 Drawback Statement 

In particular kernel learning approaches jointly 

learn a classifier and a discriminative kernel that combines 

chromatic, intensity, and texture properties for shadow 

detection. One particular novelty of approach is the 

framework for training a strong shadow region classifier that 

can effectively integrate multiple types of local cues.  

Unlike existing approaches for shadow detection 

the problem can be circumvented by creating multiple 

kernel instances with different parameter settings. The 

number of base kernels, so the optimization typically 

requires a differentiable objective functions. Furthermore, 

most existing approaches learn the kernel parameters to 

optimize an objective function defined on the surrogate loss 

of training data, not the held-out data. 

3. Recent Methods 

3.1 Pair-Wise Region  

In particular, want to find same illumination pairs, 

regions that are of the same material and illumination, and 

different illumination pairs, regions that are of the same 

material but different illumination. Differences in 

illumination can be caused by direct light blocked by other 

objects, self shading or by a difference in surface 

orientation.  

 

Comparison between regions with different 

materials is uninformative because they have different 

reflectance. Detect shadows using a relational graph, with an 

edge connecting each illumination pair. To better handle 

occlusion and to link similarly lit regions that are divided by 

shadows; the model enable the edges between regions that 

are not adjacent in the image. Because most pairs of regions 

are not of the same material, because graph is still very 

sparse. When regions are classified as having different 

illuminations, the shadowed region is specified. 

3.2 Feature Evaluation 

Examine the features used by the classifiers by 

looking at their influence on unary and pair wise 

classification.  

The system reports the Equal Error Rate (EER), the 

rate at which the number of false positives equals the 

number of false negatives, on these tasks as a summary of 

performance shows EER with different unary features. Both 

color and texture cues are helpful and the classifier works 

better when combined.   

Texture and distances are more useful on material 

classification, but less informative of the illumination. Color 

distances, ratio of RGB average and color alignment 

perform strongly on illumination classification task. The 

confusion matrix of pairwise classification is the most 

confusion comes from different illumination pairs and 

different material pairs, since textures can look slightly 

different when viewed in shadow, especially the texture due 

to 3D geometry. 

4. Architecture Diagram 

 

 

5. Proposed Work 

In the proposed system train a kernel Least-Squares 

Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) for separating shadow 

and non-shadow regions with a new method for shadow 

removal based on region relighting. LSSVM has been 

shown to perform equally well as SVM in many 

classification benchmarks. LSSVM has a closed-form 

solution, which is a computational advantage over SVM. 

Once the solution of LSSVM has been computed, the 

solution for a reduced training set obtained by removing any 

of the training data points can be found efficiently. This 

enables using the same training data for learning both the 

classifier and the kernel parameters.  

Proposed shadow removal aims to improve the loss 

of texture that commonly accompanies integration methods. 

They construct a gradient field for the penumbra area to 

cancel out the effects of the illumination change. The results 

improve in terms of texture consistency but they cannot 

handle non uniform shadows or complex textures. 
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Integration based methods are highly sensitive to accurate 

segmentation of the shadow edges. 

Shadowed regions tend to be dark, with little 

texture, but some non shadowed regions may have similar 

characteristics. Surrounding regions that correspond to the 

same material can provide much stronger evidence suppose 

region si is similar to sj in texture and chromaticity. If 

similar intensity to, then they are probably under the same 

illumination and should receive the same shadow label 

(either shadow or non-shadow). However, if much darker, 

then probably is in shadow, and probably is not. First 

segment the image using the mean shift. Then, using a 

trained classifier, estimate the confidence that each region is 

in shadow and also find same illumination pairs and 

different illumination pairs of regions, which are confidently 

predicted to correspond to the same material and have either 

similar or different illumination, respectively. 

 

  FIG1. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

5.1 Calculation 

 

 

 

 

 

Accuracy 

 

PROCESS  SHADOW 

DATASET 

DATASET 

Unary Svm 0.871 0.817 

Adjacent Svm 0.716 0.789 

Edge  0.898 0.881 

LSSVM 0.902 0.891 

6. Implementation 

 

6.1 Shadow Removal 

Shadow removal approach is based on a simple 

shadow model where lighting consists of single-source 

direct light and environment light. The system try to identify 

how much direct light is occluded for each pixel in the 

image and relight the whole image using that information. 

First, the model uses a matting technique to estimate a 

fractional shadow coefficient value. Then, the system 

estimate the ratio of direct to environmental light in each 

color channel, which, together with the shadow coefficient, 

enables a shadow-free image to be recovered. Shadow 

removal is desirable in many situations. Shadows are 

common in natural scenes, and they are known to 

complicate many computer vision tasks such as image 

segmentation and object detection. Therefore the ability to 

generate shadow-free images would benefit many computer 

vision algorithms. 

 

FIG 2: Shadow Removal 

6.2 Multiple Instances Learning (Mil) 

 In the MIL setting, each image is modelled as a bag of 

regions, and each region is an instance. With two classes, 

the negative bag only contains negative instances and the 

positive bag at least one positive. The goal of MIL is to label 

the positive instances within the positive bags. The most 

MIL algorithms have been successfully used for weakly-

supervised learning, such as MIL boost. A convex MIL 

method named key instance SVM (KI-SVM) is proposed in 

addition to predicting bag labels, this approach can also 

locate regions of interest and it has been used in content-

based image retrieval.  
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There are some works that enable bag-of-words to 

discover informative regions automatically, which are 

essential for visualization and image classification. The 

proposed region of system that supports to visualize what 

the BoW model has learned. However, their method uses a 

linear SVM algorithm and it is unclear how to extend it to 

the kernel domain. It proposed a semantic representation of 

an object and a new latent SVM to learn the spatial location 

of an object for enhanced image classification. However, 

this method is limited to linear kernel, and depends on a 

careful initialization. 

6.3 Qualitative Evaluation 

Region detection is a mechanism, which discovers 

the performance grade with high accuracy. Most of the error 

occurs at the confines between outline and non shadow 

areas. These errors are perhaps propagating from the 

progression of super pixel. The segmentation and 

combination shows numerous belongings where the pixels 

are connecting to predict dark mask and the annotate outline 

cover. Fascinatingly, not all mismatches communicate to a 

terrible result, due to the defect of the explanation.  

The outline mask in the original row of this form 

must not have controlled the top of the box. For the instant 

row, the self-shadow region should have be part of the dark 

mask. The row show a challenging case of technique 

perfectly classifies almost all regions, except for a 

diminutive block. A restraint of exterior base approach that 

ignores prospect geometry it cannot distinguish between a 

dark block from a shadow. Unfortunately, assumption and 

pair wise potentials between neighbouring regions do not 

help in this container illustrate an additional failure method. 

Evaluation of outline recognition exclusion pipelines on the 

dataset. The costing metric is, the lower and better.  

7. Conclusion 

A framework for shadow detection and shadow 

removal in single images is to detect shadows in an image; 

system first divide it into multiple disjoint regions and use a 

Least-Squares SVM to compute the shadow probability of 

each region. In an MRF framework, the system jointly 

optimizes the labels of the regions, taking into account 

contextual influences of neighbouring regions. The 

experiments on two challenging datasets can be performed 

and observed. The method achieves lower error rate than the 

prior state of- the-art; the reduction in balanced error rate is 

as high dataset.  

Qualitatively, observe minor errors at the 

boundaries between shadow and non-shadow areas. 

Moderate errors can be attributed to the inability to reason 

about scene geometry and the propagation of error from the 

segmentation process. Find multiple cases where there is 

significant difference between the predicted shadow mask 

and the annotated mask, but those correspond to imperfect 

annotation.  

The conducted extensive experiments to evaluate 

the proposed shadow detection method: Leave-one-out 

kernel optimization (LooKOP). The main strength of 

LooKOP resides in its ability to efficiently find the optimal 

kernel parameters using beam search and leave-one-out 

estimates of the error rate. Using Least Squares SVM 

(LSSVM) with its closed form solution and computationally 

cheap LOO estimates is what makes the approach feasible. 

The system has shown that using a regular SVM trained 

with the optimal kernel parameters found achieves similar 

performance. Moreover, is flexible enough to work with 

different kernel metrics. Used with all kernels and obtained 

comparable performance. 
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